Sealed quotations are invited from reputed licensed companies dealing with supply of HP Servers etc. for supply of 2 servers to the Consulate General of India, Jeddah both with the below mentioned configuration:

(a) Three Nos HDD storage drive with same capacity (512 GB each) = 1.5 TB minimum.

(b) Two Memory sticks (16 GB + 16 GB) = **32 GB minimum.**

(c) Compatible with Operating System Redhat Enterprise **Linux 6.9 and higher.**

(d) Server should support 64/i386 architecture or as per the compatibility of legacy servers.

(e) NIC Ethernet Card = Minimum 2 Nos dedicated network port.

(f) Inbuilt DVD drive.

2. The items may be quoted individually also. However, evaluation of the tender will be on the basis of the complete package. Bids which do not support the above mentioned configuration will not be considered.

3. The cost should be inclusive of installation and delivery etc.,

4. The quotation in a sealed envelope to be submitted to the Vice Consul (Administration), Consulate General of India, Jeddah **latest by 29 April, 2021 (by 15:00 hrs).**